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What’s happening

Search Twitter

· 9hCOPE MINISTRIES @heal247
#TaoFuFreddyKrueger says: "The residents of Elm St. set me on fire and left 
me to die."  #TaoFuNancy says: "After you murdered many of their children 
and no one should get away with that."  #TaoFuJasonVoorhees says: 
"Exactly."  cont...  #BLM #GeorgeFloyd #DerekChauvin ...

1

· 9hCOPE MINISTRIES @heal247
#TaoFuFreddyKrueger replies: "Maybe they should respect people regardless 
of occupation."

1

· 1hCOPE MINISTRIES @heal247
#TaoFuPoliceLtThompson replying to #Krueger: "As Nancy's father & former 
Elm St. resident as well as law enforcer, I need to add you killed the mother 
of my children too & later me.  So, when Jason & Nancy stop you, you 
understand their motive & improvisation when warranted."

1

· 1hCOPE MINISTRIES @heal247
#TaoFuFreddyKrueger replies: "Don, I'm the victim.  I worked hard as a 
janitor getting no respect from all those spoiled brats from Elm St. created 
by their narcissistic parents.  My actions were justified.  The unlawful 
lynching of me was not."

1

· 1hCOPE MINISTRIES @heal247
#TaoFuPoliceLtThompson replies: "Right, & that's why everyone feels guilty 
about it & doesn't talk about it.  But, you won't let it go nor take 
responsibility for your own part in the conflicts or the fact you are an adult & 
the kids didn't kill you, the parents did.  #NoExcuse"

1

· 1hCOPE MINISTRIES @heal247
#TaoFuFreddyKrueger replies: "Okay, but if I killed just the parents the kids 
end up in Foster Care, so, what's worse?  If you ask  euthanasia or 
dying in your sleep is often preferable to being trafficked or exploited in 
systems of care.  So, pick a lane."

@Peta

1

· 1hCOPE MINISTRIES @heal247
#TaoFuNancy replies: "The lane picked, Freddy, is you shouldn't have broken 
the law in the 1st place as no crime was committed against you and kids are 
still learning manners and more hence school.  Did you try to appeal for a 
class on manners to be added to the curriculum?"

1

· 1hCOPE MINISTRIES @heal247
#TaoFuFreddyKrueger replies: "Manners should be taught at home & that's 
not the job of schools.  So, knowing that it had to be kids &/or parents & 
thought killing the kids was more humane & would reveal the narcissism of 
the parents who use the kids' deaths to get attention."
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· 1hCOPE MINISTRIES @heal247
#TaoFuJasonVoorhees replies:

The Offspring - Bad Habit - 7/23/1999 - Woodstock …
The Offspring - Bad Habit Recorded Live: 7/23/1999 - 
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POLL: #BLM is to #LawEnforcement as who is to whom 
respectively?    

   
   

   
   #TaoFu 
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